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Mesoscale geometric modeling of cellular materials for finite element analysis
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ABSTRACT
Mesoscale geometric modeling of cellular materials is not strictly related only to tomography recon-
struction, but it can be applied also in Finite Element Analysis: (a) to better understand load distri-
bution at the interfaces; (b) to develop and calibrate material models; (c) for sensitivity analysis to
different loads or shape parameters. This paper aims to examine some of the most applied tech-
niques for geometric modeling of cellular materials at a mesoscale level discussing their advantages
and disadvantages for Finite Element Analysis. Among them, two of the most applied techniques,
the Voronoi approach and the reverse engineering reconstruction, are here applied to simulate the
behavior of aluminum foams under compression. These applications compared to some experimen-
tal evidences confirm the capability ofmesoscale analysis, highlighting possible enhancement of the
geometric modeling techniques.
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1. Introduction

Cellularmaterials range frommetallic to biological appli-
cations. They consist with a non-homogeneous structure
defined by pores or voids, named also cells, which are
distributed with different shape and dimension. Accord-
ing to [7], “porous materials” have a bulk matrix with
small pores in an amount of less than 30-40% while “cel-
lular materials” have a larger amount of voids. Generally
speaking, they can be classified according to the cells
distribution: thus they can be regular distributed cells
or stochastic; open or closed cells; polyhedral or ellipti-
cal. Regular distributed cells are organized in a repeated
structure of identical cells or sets of them, the distribution
can be modeled through a mathematical algorithm. On
the contrary, a stochastic distribution can be formed by
cells, regular or not, placed randomly. Open cells are con-
nected to each other forming a network. Closed cells are
not interconnected and they can allow a higher compres-
sive strength than the open ones, due to their structure. In
general, they have a higher density, higher regularity and
higher dimensional stability. From the geometric point
of view, cells can be polyhedral, if formed by polygonal
faces, or elliptical (spherical or similar) if there are no
edges and the cell is approximately axial symmetric in one
or two directions.
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Honeycomb and lattice structure are two examples of
regular distributed cells. The first one is an open structure
closed by two laminated panels (sandwich structure),
the second one defines an open structure (Fig. 1(a). and
Fig. 1(b).). They allow weight reduction without drop of
stiffness and strength so that they are applied as structural
panels in aeronautical applications or bumpers. Metallic
foams made by powder technology represent stochastic
closed cells. Typically, they are rather spherical or ellip-
tical as shown in Fig. 1(c). On the contrary, foaming
through infiltration in a salt pattern produces open cells
structures that can be extremely small (pore size is related
to salt granulometry), andmay assume polyhedral shapes
as shown in Fig. 1(d).

Geometric modeling must face different problems
considering what it has to accomplish. Two geometric
modeling scenarios may be defined: one is related to the
reconstruction from direct experimental acquisition (e.g.
X-ray tomography or metallographic cross sections), the
second one concerns with numerical generation of the
virtual model from registered data.

Reconstruction from direct experimental acquisition
is derived frommedical practice and it is common in bio-
engineering. In this case, material cells (of both bone and
metallic component) have length ranging from 1 to 5mm
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Figure 1. Examples of cellular materials: (a) honeycomb; (b) lattice structure; (c) metallic foam by compact powder; (d) metallic foam by
infiltration.

and are distributed according to load paths [11], thus
direct acquisition is required to capture the specific test
case related to the patient. The same approach has been
applied also tomechanical investigation ofmetallic foams
[7]. Since void density andmorphology has been demon-
strated as the leading parameters ofmechanical response,
tomography reconstructions have been made to quantify
foam’s porosity and to investigate itsmechanical behavior
via FEA.

From the design point of view, this approach is not
effective because it requires the experimental investiga-
tion on the materials thus the second geometric model-
ing scenario (numerical generation from registered data)
seems to be the most appropriate. In this case, some
hypothesis about cell shape and size distribution are
made according to experimental observations, then, a
pattern of voids is generated and subtracted to the bulk
materials. Doing so both regular pattern and stochas-
tic distribution can be made according to the hypothesis
applied.

In both scenarios, many difficulties have been faced
and discussed in literature. In the reconstruction from
direct experimental acquisition, main problems con-
cern with: (a) data acquisition and image analysis
post-processing, (b) surface/volume discretization. In
numerical generation from registered data, they mainly
concern with: (a) the consistency of the assumption
related to cell shape and (b) the ability of reproduc-
ing the actual stochastic variability of the voids, which
is intrinsically due to the manufacturing process. In all
cases, the final result (STL, surface or FEA model) may
be derived according to the specific aim of the research,
often requiring large model processing and checking.

This paper aims to compare the geometric modeling
strategies in the respect of the reliability of their virtual
prototyping. In Section 2 and 3 the modeling strategies
are described and compared, then in Section 4 two test
cases are presented, highlighting geometricmodeling dif-
ficulties and advantages in FEA. In Section 5, they are
discussed, validating their results via experimental evi-
dences. Finally in Section 6 the main conclusions are
pointed out.

2. Geometric modeling strategies

2.1. Reconstruction from experimental data

Geometric modeling from direct experimental acquisi-
tion are usually based on the elaboration of
3D-tomographies via voxel structure. It requires the
subtraction from a bulk model of the voxels included in
the scanned porosity, as defined through image analy-
sis techniques. In the field of mechanical characteriza-
tion, it is also associated to the Representative Volume
Element (RVE) technique [6]. RVE defines a mesoscale
model able to give a global description of the material-
discontinuity. When FEA must be carried from the RVE
model directly, the choice of the RVE length represents
the core of the procedure. In [7], RVE length was related
to the reliability of the stress-strain distribution. Because
increasing RVE length means reducing the number of
nodes, passing from 273×103 to 14×103 nodes, the error
from the experimental value of theYoungmodulus passes
from 28% to 42%, demonstrating a loss of accuracy of
the specimen stiffness due to the merge of some voids,
whereas the local evaluation of stress at the thicker walls
remains the same. RVE is used in bioengineering where
the length ratio between meso/macro-scale is of about
1:100-1:50mm/mm according to porosity volume frac-
tion of 0.30-0.49. Void granulometry from image analysis
allows also RVE reconstruction from registered data. It is
done in [11] assuming two strategies: in a control volume
(e.g. the specimen) RVE is iteratively inserted into blank,
if porosity volume fraction is > 0.50, or its voids are sub-
tracted from the bulk, if it is < 0.50. The iterations work
from the center of the control volume to the edges. At the
end, check and refinement are performed to evaluate the
discrepancy from the input porosity volume fraction and
the hypothesis on the cell shape (close or open).

Another experimental approach is based on metallo-
graphic cross-sections. To obtain a 3DFEmodel by stack-
ing the cross-sections, some authors use laser scanner
acquisitions although also in this case image analysis may
allow contour segmentation [8]. Reconstruction process
follows a typical reverse engineering process, since the
scanned sections are imported as cloud of points in a
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CAD environment. After this, in order to obtain the
voids, surface reconstruction and stratification are neces-
sary to generate the 3Dmodel. Major problems related to
this approach are difficulties in defining the proper height
of the cut (impossibility of specimen cutting if the thick-
ness is too small, low resolution of the reconstruction if
it is too thick) and in evaluating a systematic workflow
to stack the slices, or section, that derives from the cuts.
More in detail, the acquisition of the two halves, which
are associated to a cut, is able to describe only the cells
that pass through that section. Therefore, the cells of the
current section must be aligned with the previous one
in the respect of the slice stacking constraint. In addi-
tion to these problems the processing will also suffer for
the intrinsic limit of reverse engineering: data scattering
due to noise and bad acquisitions, missing data in case of
undercuts. Noise can make hard the alignment between
the two halves of one cut, undercut holes requires time to
be filled. Moreover, to guarantee surfaces of good quality
for the FEAmesh, it will be necessary to post-process one
section per time and then proceed to the slice alignment.
This causes a loss of efficiency in case of stacking many
slices.

2.2. Numerical generation from registered data

Regular cellsmay bemodeled through pattern replication
of a basic volume (the cell). It requires the definition of
a cell geometry and its subtraction from the component
bulk shape according to the required density. The most
adopted cells are polyhedric (e.g. Kelvin cell), elliptical or
a lattice structure [12]. In this last case, open regular cells
are obtained. Although many works are present in litera-
ture, for metallic foam characterization, this approach is
unable to take into account realistic changes of cell shape,
being more adapt for regular cell distributions. To bypass
this limit, mixed approaches have been defined intro-
ducing probabilistic distribution in a regular cell mor-
phology. Doing so, volume subtraction may build also
stochastic cells according to probabilistic distributions
related to cell’s length and position [1].

Stochastic cell distribution can be modeled also by
the so-called Voronoi approach [5]. It is a computa-
tional geometry construct related to the space partition-
ing according to the near-neighbor rule. Each cell can
be associated to a point, thus the region of the space,
which is the closest to its convex hull, represents the void
edge. Many applications are derived from this approach
and some of them are also related to RVE applications
(for example see [6]) because Voronoi diagram concerns
with the geometrical description of the problem. The
general procedure consists of defining a Pore Volume
Fraction (PVF) so to derive the number of cells (N) that

must be included in the specimen volume according to
their shape and average dimension (and to the required
density). For spherical cells, with radius R, the relation is:

PVF = N
4
3
πR3 (2.1)

In this work, the Voronoi approach has been developed
in a MATLAB function able to defined N cells, evalu-
ated according to Eqn. (2.1) and randomly distributed in
the specimen.PVF is assessed starting from the requested
effective density of the foam:

PVF =
(
1 − ρeffective

ρ

)
(2.2)

Although Eqn. (2.1) assumes spherical voids, theVoronoi
diagram of the N seeds defines random shaped cells.
Their distribution can be controlled by the assumption
of a mean radius, R, or by the effective specimen volume:

Veffective = V · (1 − PVF) (2.3)

where V stands for the specimen’s bounding volume.
Veffective is correlated to R by the PVF and wall thick-

ness of the cell. In case of uniform wall thickness, t, a
first approximation of the effective material volume can
be found by:

N = floor
[
V · (1 − PVF)

0.5π · t · R2
]

(2.4)

Voronoi cells are then generated, through the MATLAB
function Voronoi, using N seed points randomly dis-
tributed in V. The associated Voronoi diagram is related
to the cells’ convex hull, without taking into account the
wall thickness, t. It is applied by offset, cell by cell approx-
imating a constant thickness. Two constraints have been
also applied: (a) the deletion of cells with R ≤ 1.5mm,
since they are not representative of metallic foam voids
(although they may exist, from the structural point of
view they are considered as microporosity in compari-
son of the foam’s cells); (b) the cell modification if one
or more vertexes are outside V. In both cases the effec-
tive PVF is reduced, thus, a correction factor must be
multiplied to Eqn. (2.4) and the cell generation becomes
iterative since the required tolerance for the Veffective is
reached.

3. Comparison

Tab. 1 summarizes the documented approaches accord-
ing to some evaluation criteria related to the necessity
of experimental acquisition and the efforts for surface
modeling and processing for FEA.
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Table 1. Comparison among documented approaches.

RVE Reverse Engineering Pattern Replication Voronoi Cell

direct from experimental yes/no yes no no

cell shape open/close as experimented open/close open/close
also polyhedral also polyhedral polyhedral

stochastic yes as experimented no/yes with major efforts yes

type of model discrete discrete/surface surface discrete

field of application bioengineering, mechanical mechanical mechanical multipurpose

post-proc time medium high low medium

FEA aptitude good low good medium

Pattern replication can be seen as a solid modeling
technique. Its outputs are surfaces and volumes thus the
FE models may be derived with minor post-processing
(e.g. mid-surfacing in case of shell elements), after neu-
tral format data exchange, e.g. Iges surfaces. On the con-
trary, major efforts are required in the surface model step
to insert stochastic variation of cell distributions, like
shape transition from ellipsoidal to polyhedral. Basically,
it asks for an iterative procedure to check the effective
density obtained and the intersection among cells. In
particular, cell intersection must be evaluated to avoid
non-manifold orwrong surfaces/edges that canmake dif-
ficult the FEA meshing step, asking for defeaturing. In
addition, to reach high PVF values, thousands of geo-
metric entities must be created. Modeling operations on
this high number of elements decreases CAD systems
performance, similarly to what happens in CAD model-
ing of lattice structures made by additive manufacturing
[4], [9].

Reverse engineering, intended as derived from point-
cloud segmentation and not from voxel reconstruction,
is intrinsically laborious because of the 3D nature of the
voids.Without reliable automatic segmentation and care-
ful checks of the tessellation quality is rather difficult to
achieve good FEA models from the STL file, systemat-
ically. The advantage may concern with the capability
of reach smooth void shapes, if the resolution of the
acquisition is good enough.

RVE and Voronoi cell approaches seem to be the most
versatile in terms of cell shape and distribution. In both
cases, void surface is discrete. RVE can be automatically
associated to a FEA solid mesh, while for the Voronoi cell
it can be more difficult. Typically Voronoi output data is
an STL triangulation. Although it is a tessellation, shape
parameters of many elements are not valid for FEA, both
if the model is made by 2D elements (shells) or 3D (tetra-
hedral). In any case, the surface mesh of the STL file must
be optimized. The geometric constraints are the element
length and the dihedral angle. Element length must be
chosen according to the cell size. Lower values improve
cell shape approximation but increase the number of FEA

elements, and consequently the computation time. Dihe-
dral angle must be set ≥ 30°. This value, similarly to the
aspect ratio, represents the limit for validity check of a
FEA mesh to avoid improper element distortions under
loading.

In Fig. 2, an example of all these ideas is given through
a Voronoi approach test case, from the seed generation
in the specimen V, to the cell surface generation,
Fig. 2(a), to the mesh optimization, that is highlighted
by zooming a mesh detail of the same voids shown in
fig. 2(b).

4. Applications

4.1. Voronoimodel

In this work the Voronoi model has been applied on a
virtual specimen 60×60×60mm. It has been built start-
ing from a nominal PVF of 41%, a number of seeds equal
to 3261 and a nominal wall thickness of 2mm. From
these input an effective PVF of 25% has been achieved,
accepting 2300 seeds in the volume. The effective density
has reached 2.05×10−6 kg/mm3, which means a relative
density ratio equal to 0.76.

Fig. 3 shows the tessellated surface after optimiza-
tion obtained with a max element length of 3.6mm,
the frequency histogram of the cell radii and the
pseudo-roundness, which has been computed as the
ratio between the volume of the cell and the equivalent
sphere inside the cell, and an overview of a section after
tetrameshing.

The FEA model has been made by 138 000 nodes and
565 000 elements. The analysis has been made through
incremental loadsteps applied vertically at the nodes on
the top surface, to simulate a compression. Solution has
been set as non linear to make possible large displace-
ments and plasticity. Material model has been defined as
bi-linear elasto-plastic (yield set at 120MPa)

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the vertical displacement
up to -10mm of imposed displacement. These snapshots
are referred to a semisection, which has been taken in the
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Figure 2. Voronoi approach. (a) Cell generation from seeds; (b) STL optimization.

Figure 3. (a) STL final model; (b) cell frequency histograms; (c) tetramesh, section view.

Figure 4. Vertical displacements at three different loadsteps.

middle of the specimen, to see inside the foam, and to the
semi front-view (on the right) to see the specimen from
the outside.

In Fig. 4 feature edge line of the undeformed shapes
have been superimposed. It shows that at the bottom
part of the specimen no relevant displacements have
been reached since it is near the geometric constraints.
Nevertheless inside the specimen the contour plots dif-
fer from the outer face’s ones. This means that inside
the foam a larger volume has not been involved in the
deformation instead of the compact faces outside the

specimen. This is also confirmed by the stress-strain dis-
tribution as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show
the strain contour plots computed at the 7th loadstep in
two vertical section taken at 15 and 25mm from one of
the vertical outer face of the specimen. Fig. 5(c) is referred
to a section taken at 115mm where cells become very
coarse.

Fig. 6 shows the contour plots of the stress at the 7th
loadstep, referred to a 15mm and 65mmvertical section,
Fig. 5(c) reports a global overview of the stress in the
specimen.
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Figure 5. Element strains in vertical sections: (a) @15mm; (b) @25mm; (c) @115mm.

Figure 6. Element stresses: (a) @15mm; (b) @55mm; (c) isometric view with sections.

4.2. Reverse engineering

The Reverse Engineering approach has been tested on a
subset of points taken from a laser scanner acquisition of
the cross-section of an Al7075 specimen, as reported in
the box of Fig. 7(a). In this test case, only one half of a
cut has been investigated through its cross-section, with
the aim of evaluating the operations necessary without
taking into account the slice stacking.

The surface reconstruction and modeling have been
made starting from the cloud of points represented as
iso-level curves in Fig. 7(b). This cloud has been filtered
to reduce experimental noise and resampled. Resam-
pling has been used to check, according to a specific
tolerance, which points laying on the section. Then,

during slice stacking, they are set exactly on the cutting
plane to guarantee the coincidence with the second half
of the cut.

Fig. 7(c) represents the resample of the area in the
detail box of Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), Fig. 7(d) shows the surface
triangulation before the hole filling of the undercuts.

To capture cell shapes, 52,000 points have been resam-
pled on a planar surface of 12×13mm. After hole filling,
the 2DSTLmesh has been optimized and the volume cor-
responding to the slice has been derived, assuming a cut
height equal to 4mm, since the maximum depth of the
cavities is of about 3.42mm. Fig. 8 shows the optimized
surface mesh and the tetramesh of the half cut derived
from it.

Figure 7. Reverse engineering test case: (a) experimental croos-section; (b) iso-level curves of the acquisition; (c) investigated surface;
(d) STL reconstrunction after noise filtering and resampling.
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Figure 8. (a) 2D mesh after optimization; (b) tetramesh of the slice; (c) FEA constraints and imposed displacements.

Figure 9. Deformed mesh at 1.5%, 10% and 20%.

The FEA model has 26,980 elements with mesh max
element size set to 1.5mm and aspect ratio to 0.8.

Also in this test case, the solution has been set as
non linear to make possible large displacements and
plasticity. Material model has been defined as bi-linear
elasto-plastic (yield at 120MPa). To simulate the physi-
cal constrain due to the second half cut of the slice, planar
symmetry constraints have been applied on the nodes of
the cross-section x-y, as shown in green in Fig. 8.(c). In

Fig. 8.(c), blue symbols represent the joint constraint to
avoid sliding, while the pink ones in the upper face stand
for the imposed displacement along positive x direc-
tion that represents the compression load applied to the
specimen.

Fig. 9 shows the deformed mesh of the cross-section
at 1.5%, 10% and 20%. Fig. 10 shows the contour plots
of the plastic strains at 1.5% and 20%. Maximum strain
reaches about 0.5mm/mm and its distribution confirms

Figure 10. Strain contour at 1.5% and 20%.
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Figure 11. Quasi-static compression test: sequence of deformation.

that the plastic load has been concentrated in the upper
cells while the bottom part of the specimen has not been
involved in the plastic deformation yet.

5. Discussion

As shown by the contour plots of the two test cases,
the mesoscale FEA confirms its capability to describe
plastic hinge and the local collapse of cells. In Fig. 11
some experimental evidences of the plastic hinge are
given according to a quasi-static test, documented by one
of the authors in [3]. The collapse is localized at sec-
tions where minimum stiffness is present, not necessary
where larger cells are. This phenomenon is present in
both the applications, nevertheless the reverse engineer-
ing test has been roughly simplified. In fact: (a) only half
slice has been investigated, simulating the second one
through symmetry constraints on the nodes laying on the
cutting plane; (b) just one slice stacking has been done,
assuming as bulkmaterial the volume under the acquired
surface.

From the cell geometry point of view, obviously,
the reverse engineering test case fully accomplishes the
reproduction of an Al7075 foams made by metallic
powder technology. This process uses TiH2 as foaming

agent of compact powders pre-arranged in dies as semi-
finished. It produces closed cells as shown in Fig. 12(a)
and Fig. 12(b), surrounded by dense outer walls made
by the contact with the die. To give an example of differ-
ent cell topology, Fig. 12(c) shows the same technology
applied to AlSi7, with similar relative density ratio. In
this case, the cells are sharper and there is a thicker
outside wall.

Considering the Al7075 cell topology, the imple-
mented Voronoi approach gives sharper edges, rather
similar to the Alsi7 cells (Fig. 12(c)). Nevertheless in
Fig. 12(c) it can be seen that the cell size and distribu-
tion is not normally distributed, but it decreases from the
centre of the ingot to the outside, according to the tem-
perature cycle determined by the foaming process, as also
studied by one of the authors in [2]. Thus, in case of com-
pact powder technology, in the Voronoi approach more
sophisticated cell distributions must be implemented to
accomplish a more realistic mesoscale CAD modeling.
Moreover, some specific check must be defined to cali-
brate the dense volume near the outer surfaces.

To avoid sharp edges before the mesh optimization,
a smoothing process can be made, although it can be
insidious since it may involve relevant decrease of the
PVF. Specific computation should be made to correct the

Figure 12. Examples of cell topology (a) and (b) Al7075; (c) AlSi7.
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Figure 13. Mesh optimization effect on the cell shape.

initial PVF if cell smoothing are required. Nevertheless
a slight smooth effect can be reached by mesh optimiza-
tion. Fig. 13 shows this effect on the test case of Section
4, in case of two optimized max element length values,
2.8mm (in green) and 3.6mm (in blue), red edges rep-
resent the initial void shape of the STL file made by the
Voronoi implementation.

6. Conclusions

In this work the authors discussed one of the two major
problems related to the reliability of FEA in case of
cellular materials: the pre-processing phase, or geomet-
ric modeling. The second problem, which is not less
important than the first one, but beyond the scope
of this paper, concerns with the definition of proper
constitutive laws and experimental set-up for material
characterization.

Here, techniques for geometric modeling of cellular
materials has been divided in two fields: the techniques
direct from experimental data (tomography or metallo-
graphic sections) and those ones based on independent
acquired data (e.g. statistical approach by Voronoi dia-
gram). A comparison has been discussed according to
the obtained cell topology and post-processing efforts for
FEA modeling.

Two tests have been presented to show their aptitude
to be used in mesoscale FEA. Both reveals similarity
with experimental behavior, confirming the usefulness of
mesocale geometric modeling. The test case based on the
Voronoi approach, here applied through a specific func-
tion developed in Matlab, has been compared to exper-
imental foams made by compact powder technology,
highlighting limits and possible enhancement to carry
out, in the next, a manufacturing-process-driven geo-
metric modeling technique. Reconstruction and mod-
eling via Reverse Engineering is more time consuming,

although it may reproduce cell cavities with better accu-
racy. Nevertheless efforts must be taken to prepare the
cross-section and evaluate the slice stacking.
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